EVs
are
for everyone
It is estimated that by 2040, 54% of all new car sales will be electric.1
With extended battery range, low-cost vehicle options and numerous
benefits, it’s easy to see why so many people are switching to an EV.

Drive up to 238 miles on a full battery2

Produce 54% less carbon pollution3

Pay $1 per egallon4

Benefits of driving electric
Save money. With less equipment under the hood, EVs don’t require the
same amount of maintenance, which saves you money.
“Fuel” up for less than half the cost. On average, it costs half as much to
drive an electric vehicle than it does a gas powered vehicle.5
Have your own personal fueling station. Not only does an EV cost less to
operate, you can “fuel” up in the convenience of your home with your own EV
charging station.
Enjoy better air quality. When a car runs on electricity, there are no tailpipe
emissions. Reducing emissions improves the air you breathe.

Learn more at alliantenergy.com/ev.

Choose an EV that works for you
You can enjoy a quiet, smooth ride in either a plug-in hybrid vehicle (PHEV)
or battery electric vehicle (BEV).
PHEVs are powered by an electric motor and battery, and include a backup
gasoline engine generator:
•

Drive up to 50 miles in all-electric mode

•

Travel long-distance when using both gas- and battery-powered engines

•

Go up to 2,000 miles between gasoline fill-ups, if charged every day

BEVs are powered by an all-electric motor and battery:
•

Travel as far as 200 miles on one charge

•

Cover typical daily commutes without the need to charge everyday

•

Cut out gas station stops, tuneups, transmission repairs or oil changes

With about 40 different types of EVs available today, you can
choose one that fits your lifestyle.
Learn more at alliantenergy.com/ev.
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1) https://data.bloomberglp.com/bnef/sites/14/2017/07/BNEF_EVO_2017_ExecutiveSummary.pdf
2) https://pluginamerica.org/how-far-can-you-really-go-electric-vehicle/
3) https://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21726071-it-had-good-run-end-sight-machine-changed-world-death
4) eGallon is the cost of fueling a vehicle with electricity compared to a similar vehicle that runs on gasoline.
(https://www.energy.gov/maps/egallon) https://www.energy.gov/eere/electricvehicles/saving-fuel-and-vehicle-costs
5) https://www.energy.gov/eere/electricvehicles/saving-fuel-and-vehicle-costs

